POWER PLUS® DEGREASER
PREMIUM QUALITY MULTI-PURPOSE CLEANER

HISTORY:

Manufacturing of original product was started in 1972.
Power Plus was originally manufactured for the Steam Cleaner Industries for use in
Pressure Washers. It performs exceptionally well in all types of washing, floor scrubbing
and degreasing. We have exclusively supplied the Military for Desert Storm and handled
National and International distribution with Power Plus.
Power Line has controlled “retail” distribution and our products have only been sold
through specialty supply companies and distributors. You won’t see our products in
Wal-Mart, Sam’s, Costco, etc. This gives the end user better service, knowledgeable
salespeople, and gives our distributors a much better margin.

USES:

p Garbage Cans			
p Tile cleaning			
p Finger prints			

p Entry ways			
p Table tops			
p Carpet cleaning		

p Detail cleaning
p Mopping
p Concrete cleaning

FORMULA OUTLINE:

We blend a proprietary mix of Citrus Oils (D-Limonene based) and a proven non-toxic Butyl Cellosolve with a
blend of ultra high performance surfactants and pH builders. The mix is chelated and pH balanced. (Chelation is a
process to control “fall-out” or precipitation and extends dilution power. We are one of the very few companies that
bottle our product in clear bottles. This also controls scale build-up in pressure washer coils and gives our product
a 5 year shelf life.)

PRODUCT UNIQUE FEATURES:

Power Plus is a true water-based emulsifier. It cleans by penetrating the
surface and dissolving the “soils” rather than “burning” the surface like so
many other cleaners. “Super Clean”, “Greased Lightning”, “Zep”, “Krud
Kutter”, “Oil Eater” all use a high % of “Sodium Hydroxide” or in another term,
“Lye”. Sodium Hydroxide mixes are very inexpensive to make - that is why
they sell for $8.00 to $12.00 per gallon retail. Cheap cleaners do not dilute
out and maintain their cleaning ability! They also “fall-out” when in storage
or when heated in a coil. Power Plus’ formula maintains 100% of it’s pH and
cleaning power up to 4 - 1 dilution. (4 parts water and 1 part chemical) The
chelation process also allows Power Plus to maintain it’s effectiveness - even
if diluted with hard water.

STOCK # ASW-1 OR AWS-24OZ.

USDA APPROVED:

Power Plus carries an original USDA use authorization for use around food preparation areas.

For sales, contact us toll-free 8am-5pm MST

1-800-624-8186

PROUDLY MANUFACTURED IN

Manufactured by

“For over 30 years Power Line has provided quality engineered and environmentally
sound cleaning maintenance programs for companies nationwide.”
14773 Heritage Crest Way • Riverton, UT 84065

www.PowerLineUSA.com

